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Introduction 

 

Nowadays, we are observing significant changes in our businesses, trading methods, 

and managing of human and economic resources worldwide which represent a new 

vision to our world. The changes that we are involved in daily makeup a part of our 

identity, culture, and customs so we can’t be indifferent to them. 

We need to gain a better understanding of this new world for a better life and to take 

advantage of the opportunities it presents. 

We must be aware that these changes will grow day-to-day through the development 

of knowledge and increased economic competition.  

It is evident that manpower, wealth and standards are changing globally. This is the 

reason why we need to promote ourselves and our jobs more than ever. In other 

words, to be sustainable and successful in this dynamic market we need to keep up 

to date, informed and be able to adopt intelligent strategies. 

It is a key factor that managers and decision makers should learn the necessary skills 

and gain experience to help them possess a greater understanding of work conditions, 

workers’ behaviours and organisational targets. They need to plan their strategies 

based on these factors. We need to constantly evaluate feedback in a conscious 

manner. 

Obviously, the most successful plans are the ones which are more resilient, informed 

and human-centric. 

In this Gbook, we have gathered the most up-to-date expert and professional views 

from authentic sources, most recent research, challenges, ideas and valuable 

professional tips applicable to the construction industry. We aim to develop your skills, 

enhance your knowledge, and promote your business widely. 

 

Gbooks are available now in our portal for free ! 

www.gcoportal.co.uk 

www.gcoportal.com 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.gcoportal.co.uk/
http://www.gcoportal.com/
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Leaders are key to building a culture that motivates, innovates 

Kathleen Brown 

 

DENVER—Poor company culture comes at a cost to contractors’ pocketbooks and 

projects, said two speakers at the Associated General Contractors of America’s 

convention last week, and the onus is on leadership to steer culture in a direction that 

motivates talent and fosters innovation on the jobsite. 

Only one-third of workers like their jobs, according to Gallup research cited in the 

presentation, while 51% are disengaged at work and 16% are actively disengaged. 

That’s a considerable pool of workers who may be exerting a drag on corporate 

culture, said Matt Steere, a construction strategist at Autodesk. Yet those individuals 

may still be passionate about the industry at their core. 

Construction leaders tend to have a good idea of which employees might be slipping 

into disinterest, however. Those managers, and even those less aware, have the 

opportunity to counter this issue through fostering an environment that stimulates and 

inspires them to innovate their workflows, he added. 

The vocabulary of change 

Developing this kind of environment, according to Aaron Phillips, virtual design and 

construction director at Danis Building Construction Co., requires something that 

seasoned superintendents and foremen are either skeptical of or completely averse 

to: change. An architect by background, he was brought on to launch the VDC group 

in 2013, and found that an entirely different vocabulary was needed to get buy-in 

across the Dayton, Ohio-based firm. 

“I was already a moving target as an architect,” Phillips joked, and discussion of 

“fundamentally changing” or “revolutionizing design and construction” through 

digitization did nothing other than put superintendents and foremen on the defensive. 
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He took a step back to examine what the existing culture looked like — what reporting 

processes were taking place; what typical interactions with subcontractors, the design 

team and owner were common; and how resources and lessons learned were being 

exchanged. 

Instead of slapping hands for using paper or spreadsheets, the VDC team had to 

acknowledge that busy supers and project managers “were trying to do what was right 

for the project and get it done in a timely fashion,” Phillips said. He was careful to 

emphasize that cultural changes would focus on removing roadblocks to these 

processes and simply help them do their jobs better.   

“I actually had to change the way I talked about it," Phillips said. "We’re going to 

modify, we’re going to tweak, we’re going to enhance what we do ... [and] make it 

more efficient." 

Innovation from the bottom up 

This dynamic was key to a partnership between Danis and Autodesk that was centered 

on smoothing communications between the design and construction teams. It never 

involved top-down mandates to field workers, said Phillips. “We have never walked 

onto a project and said, ‘thou shall do this’ from a technology standpoint,” he said. 

Instead, his group went to jobsites to ask teams what they’d like to save time on, hand 

them an iPad or other tools and encourage low-stakes sandbox experimentation. 

Published by: www.smartbrief.com 
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Contractors share insight into effective use of mobile 

management software 

Evan Milberg 

 

Mobile access to accurate and reliable project data is essential to job site productivity 

in today’s construction industry. But while leaders are increasingly investing in mobile 

construction management software, effective technological deployment remains a 

challenge for many. In August, software company PlanGrid and management 

consulting company FMI released the results of a survey that uncovered two critical 

problems with how companies are using mobile technology: 

Three-quarters of general contractors and subcontractors provide mobile devices to 

project managers and field supervisors, but only 18% of those companies use those 

devices to access project data. 

Fifty-two percent of decision makers said the needs of their field staff are a top 

consideration for investing in technology, but only 28% are gleaning feedback from 

those workers before making a purchasing decision. 

During a PlanGrid-led panel session at the Associated General Contractors of 

America’s 100th Annual Convention, leaders from three construction companies 

shared insight into how they were able to deploy mobile construction management 

software effectively. 

For general contractor Webcor Builders, the opportunity to transition from outdated 

and sometimes inaccurate paper documentation to an iPad with project information 

such as photos, documents and punch list specifications accessible from anywhere 

was appealing, said project director Greg Scott. He noted one story of a layout foreman 

who went from not being able to turn on a computer one day to running into work the 

next morning to get his iPad and see updates to project drawings. 
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“As soon as the field crews saw the benefit of it, it caught like wildfire,” Scott said. The 

success in the concrete division led to integration in the company’s interiors group and 

core-and-shell construction group. 

Subcontractors and specialty trade companies are also reaping the benefits, said Alan 

Dillon, senior superintendent at DPR Construction. While DPR is a general contractor, 

Dillon said he has noticed foremen at mechanical, electrical and plumbing companies 

spending time with building information modeling engineers and looking through BIM 

drawings to find coordination issues with things such as overhead fixtures or 

underground utilities in a slab. 

Meanwhile, other specialty trade companies such as ISEC are taking a leading role in 

technology deployment. As operations manager Zeeshan Haider explained, ISEC 

tested PlanGrid at its Northern California location before deploying it throughout the 

rest of its locations. Localizing that effort allowed the company to learn how to tailor 

the features of the platform specifically to its work. ISEC gave training to people and 

gave them real examples of how the application could apply to them on a day-to-day 

basis. The company also carried out an extensive effort to ensure it had personnel in 

place to support adoption after the initial training. 

While the session primarily focused on PlanGrid experiences, Ralph Gootee, co-

founder and chief technology officer at PlanGrid, noted that getting field staff actively 

involved in the selection and testing processes is a critical factor in successfully 

adopting any new construction technology. But while the experiences of Webcor, DPR 

and ISEC show the potential of what’s possible with mobile management software, the 

overall technology landscape is far from perfect. 

As Haider and Scott noted, a lot of construction technology platforms tackle individual 

components of the workflow, but contractors need more options for integrated 

solutions that streamline all aspects of work. Haider added that contractors like ISEC 

also deal with the inefficiency of entering the same data “over and over again” across 

the chain of command from vendors all the way up to architects and owners. Moving 

forward, Haider would also like to see construction technology software that can help 

contractors analyze productivity as well as scanning technology to discern how far 

along a project is. 

“Just to get one question answered, the amount of effort that is expended is 

phenomenal,” Haider said. “That’s why we really need true integration so data can flow 

… seamlessly.” 

Published by: www.smartbrief.com 
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How construction companies can bolster their marketing efforts 

Evan Milberg 

 

Many construction companies who market their services throughout the industry 

generally make three promises – they work safely, on time and on budget. But if 

everyone is claiming the same strengths, how can anyone tell different companies 

apart? The answer, is through engaging multimedia stories that “help customers 

understand who they want to work with,” Atlas Marketing President Chris Martin said 

at the Associated General Contractors of America’s 100th Annual Convention. These 

stories home in on a company’s value as opposed to its capabilities. 

Martin said a good multimedia story is simple, captures attention, addresses a need 

and drives someone to learn more. One example he offered was a banner ad Atlas 

did for the Iron Workers Local Union No. 3 showing a steel beam that says: “We don’t 

go to the office. We build it.” Atlas built on that ad with its Ironworkers Do More 

campaign, which included an ad with an aerial view of Pittsburgh’s Heinz Field with 

neighboring bridges in the background. The bottom of the ad features a tagline that 

notes union ironworkers built not only the eye-catching stadium, but also the 

infrastructure around it. Because of those ads, viewers can easily understand who iron 

workers are and what they do, and likely will be enticed to learn more, Martin said. 

Videos offer another platform for contractors to tell their stories. While some 

companies have vast resources to allocate toward videos, they do not necessarily 

need to be high-budget productions, said Jessica McKinney, director of marketing at 

PJ Dick-Trumbull-Lindy Paving. For example, last summer, PJ Dick had an intern rent 

equipment from her university to produce a video that showed Robert Morris University 

basketball players touring the construction site of the UPMC Events Center, the venue 

for the team’s future home games. A big part of why the video was successful was 

that it illustrated not only how excited the players were to see the behind-the-scenes 

action, but also how excited PJ Dick was to be involved, according to McKinney. When 

potential customers can see that a company goes beyond just building a structure to 
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becoming fully invested in its outcome, it goes a long way toward that company’s ability 

to foster future relationships. 

But while the content contractors create is incredibly important, it takes more than 

going through the motions of advertising, creating videos, designing websites, and 

crafting social media posts to execute an effective communications strategy. 

Companies risk telling a shoddy story if they create videos simply because they feel 

obligated to do so, McKinney says. Each piece of content’s communication purpose, 

intended result, placement, timeline and cost must be clear. McKinney encouraged 

viewing the principles of lean construction, reverse engineering and pull planning 

through a marketing lens. In addition to applying those principles to make construction 

more efficient, contractors can use those techniques to prioritize and manage items 

on its communications calendar. 

“The biggest thing this does for your company is provide consistency,” Martin added. 

That way, when unexpected events occur that require a shift in communication 

strategy, companies can afford to be reactive because they already have plans in 

place. 

Ultimately, the construction industry has a wealth of stories to share in a variety of 

ways. One video that garnered lots of attention and praise at the convention was a 

montage of construction work set to a recitation of Eric Borden’s “Ditch Diggers” poem. 

Through adept alliteration and authentic passion, Borden conveys the pride that 

comes with working in the industry despite the stigma attached to it. Martin said it is 

incumbent upon the industry to continue telling those stories and pushing itself to do 

so more effectively. To McKinney, that means constantly asking the hard questions. 

“Just keep asking yourself, ‘So what?’” McKinney said. “You’re safe. So what? 

Everybody’s safe. Take that another step forward. Think about your people, dive into 

those details and find where those stories are.” 

Published by: www.smartbrief.com 
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This is what remote workers need most from their Bosses 

Stephanie Vozza 

 

Working remotely is a sought-after perk when it comes to employment, but that doesn’t 

mean it’s all rainbows and unicorns. Workplace politics can be more frequent and 

complicated when you work from home, according to research by Joseph Grenny and 

David Maxfield, coauthors of Crucial Conversations: Tools for Talking When Stakes 

Are High. 

Their new study of 1,153 employees found that 52% of remote workers feel their onsite 

colleagues don’t treat them equally, 41% believe their colleagues say bad things about 

them behind their back, and 64% think that colleagues make changes to projects 

without warning them. Unfortunately, remote employees also have a hard time 

resolving these problems; 84% say that their concern dragged on for a few days or 

more, and 47% admit to letting it drag on for a few weeks or more. 

The success of co-located teams relies on managers with quality communication skills, 

says Maxfield. “The fact that people work remotely is not going away, but out of sight 

can be out of mind,” he says. “While people love the flexibility, leaders need to step up 

and become more effective.” 

Maxfield and Grenny asked employees to share examples of what skilled managers 

do, and the answers distilled into these seven basic skills: 

1. THEY HAVE FREQUENT AND CONSISTENT CHECK-INS 

Nearly half of respondents said the most successful managers checked in frequently 

and regularly with remote employees. “Remote employees don’t get talked to as 

often,” says Maxfield. “It’s easy to lose track and assume everything is fine.” 

While the cadence of the check-ins varied, it’s important that it be consistent, touching 

base from daily to to twice a week to weekly. 
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2. THEY COMMUNICATE IN PERSON 

Whenever possible, communication should be “high bandwidth,” says Maxfield. “Low 

is snail mail and high is taking an airplane to be face to face,” he says. “A phone call 

is better than an email, but it’s better to move from a phone to FaceTime or a 

GoToMeeting where you can read expressions and see things someone is not saying.” 

In person is even better. Leaders should meet with remote employees or schedule a 

mandatory in-office day once a week, month, quarter, or year. One in four respondents 

said managers who insisted on some face time with remote employees were more 

successful. 

3. THEY PRACTICE STELLAR COMMUNICATION SKILLS 

We’re all busy and stretched, and sending a memo or email feels adequate, but it’s 

almost never enough, says Maxfield. Good leaders need to find a way to get their team 

to open up and share concerns. 

“They gauge reaction, play devil’s advocate, and make it safe for people to voice 

disagreement,” he says. “People are less likely to disagree when they work remotely, 

and letting it slide comes back to bite you. It’s better to err on the side of over-

communicating.” 

4. THEY MAKE THEIR EXPECTATIONS EXPLICIT 

When it comes to managing remote teams, being clear about expectations is 

mandatory. “It seems obvious,” says Maxfield. “When you’re working down the hall, 

you can update others in casual, routine, seamless ways. When someone is remote 

and expectations change, they often don’t know it.” 

Put expectations in writing. Include the schedule, resources, quality, and deliverable, 

and continually review and update it. Managers who are explicit with their expectations 

have happier teams that can deliver, says Maxfield. 

5. THEY’RE ALWAYS AVAILABLE 

Successful managers have an open door-policy for remote and onsite employees—

even when team members are in different time zones. “It doesn’t work if you’re not 

willing to take calls at 9:30 p.m. or be on conference calls at 4 a.m.—remote colleagues 

are,” says Maxfield. “It has its downside, but it’s not as bad as getting on a plane.” 

Good leaders go above and beyond to be available so that remote employees can 

always count on their manager to respond to pressing concerns. 

6. THEY STAY ON TOP OF NEW TECHNOLOGY 

Successful managers don’t just stick to phone or email to communicate; they employ 

any and all communication services that are available, such as Skype, Slack, Adobe 

Connect, and more. 

“Technology is improving on a daily basis, and it keeps providing us with better ways 

to stay in touch,” says Maxfield. “As those changes happen, leaders are on top of 

them.” 
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7. THEY BUILD RELATIONSHIPS 

Onsite teams can easily build a sense of camaraderie. “It’s intuitive when you work 

together,” says Maxfield. “You don’t just talk about work; you see colleagues as well-

rounded and fleshed out, complicated people.” 

With remote workers, however, communication often sticks to the current project. “You 

may fail to realize their spouse has cancer or their child is struggling in college,” says 

Maxfield. “If you don’t manage humans and you’re just managing a pair of hands, you 

don’t build commitment and understanding, and you miss an opportunity to tap into 

their creativity and ingenuity.” 

Good managers go out of their way to form personal bonds with remote employees, 

using check-in time to ask about their personal life, families, and hobbies. 

Published by: www.fastcompany.com 
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Designing with resilience to prepare for a changing world 

Katherine Unger Baillie 

 

 Attendees at "Building Resilience in Design" spilled out onto the staircase to participate in the 

dynamic discussion. From students to faculty to practitioners, the participants represented a 

diversity of fields. (Photographer: Eric Sucar) 

No doubt, the climate is changing. Yet uncertainty lies in predicting precisely how 

those changes will affect individual communities, cities, and natural landscapes. So 

how can we prepare for the impacts, whether it’s a super-sized storm like Sandy or 

Katrina, saltwater entering drinking water sources, or increased flooding from rain or 

sea-level rise? 

A desire to confront these challenges was the impetus behind two events held at Penn 

this week. The first, “Building Resilience in Design,” timed to commemorate the launch 

of the School of Design’s Certificate in Urban Resilience program, gathered a rich 

cross-section of leading academics and practitioners for a day of presentations and 

discussion on how resilience is being integrated into the practice and teaching of 

design. 

The second, hosted by the Water Center at Penn, involved some of the same actors 

as well as other experts tasked with considering a specific site of concern: the growing 

Indonesian coastal city of Semarang, where portions of land are literally sinking into 

the ocean at a rate of 15 centimeters per year. 

“We are moving from a stable period to a period of great uncertainty and 

unpredictability in terms of climate change and associated hazards,” said Matthijs 

Bouw, an architect, associate professor of practice, and director of the Urban 

Resilience Certificate Program, who helped lead both gatherings. “But reacting to 

shocks and stressors is only the tip of the iceberg. To understand resilience, you need 
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to come to an understanding of the areas below the surface, which are often cultural, 

systemic, and political.” 

 

A leader of the Rebuild by Design initiative, architecture professor Marilyn Jordan Taylor 

touched on the innovative features of and thinking behind some of the winning proposals to 

emerge from the competitive process. 

A focus on adaptation 

PennDesign Dean and Paley Professor Frederick Steiner opened the “Building 

Resilience” event with a meditation on the word that has inspired a design movement. 

“From a health perspective, ‘resilience’ involves how we respond to stress,” he said. 

“It helps individuals prepare for life’s challenges.” 

Speaking in the Lower Gallery at Meyerson Hall to an audience of dozens of 

colleagues, students, and practitioners, Steiner underscored the clear ties between 

design and health. “Health is absolutely fundamental to our enterprise,” he noted, 

citing the ways in which disciplines such as architecture, landscape architecture, and 

city planning all serve to protect and promote public health and well-being. “Resilience 

is fundamental to our profession.” 

Steiner’s predecessor as PennDesign Dean, and now professor of architecture, 

Marilyn Jordan Taylor, offfered context for the School’s new certificate program, 

describing her leadership role in Rebuild By Design, an initiative of the United States 

Department of Housing and Urban Development, supported by the Rockefeller 

Foundation. Intended to spur innovation in urban design, the program launched in 

2013, in the wake of 2012’s Superstorm Sandy. 

Some of the leads on the six winning designs that emerged from that competition were 

in attendance on Tuesday, sharing their innovations and lessons learned, including 
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Bouw, whose firm One Architecture & Urbanism proposed “The Big U,” a plan to 

protect lower Manhattan from floodwater and storms. 

Bouw kept the day’s conversation rolling with an overview of the new certificate 

program, which will offer professional graduate students an understanding of how to 

“design with risk” when facing an uncertain future. “We need to be bold and modest at 

the same time,” he said. 

Some facets of such a design toolkit were illustrated by Richard Weller, professor and 

chair of landscape architecture and Meyerson Chair of Urbanism. Pointing to his Atlas 

for the End of the World, a visually arresting online project which documents land use, 

urbanization, biodiversity and conservation milestones globally, Weller suggested that 

“blunt tools,” such as the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals, can be 

tailored to offer insights into local and regional planning. 

“In the context of rapid urbanization, it’s not enough to write reports,” he said. “We 

have to develop spatially explicit plans. That’s the work that designers should be 

involved in.” 

A multi-faceted approach 

Complementing the designers in the room, German literature and language professor 

Simon Richter from the School of Arts and Sciences, added the perspective of one 

who has explored sustainability as a cultural practice that varies across countries and 

regions. In conversation with architect Barry Beagen, with whom he has worked on 

the challenges facing Semarang, Richter emphasized the need for experts to 

remember that community members must be engaged with design projects in order 

for them to sustain and succeed over the long haul. “That may mean asking, ‘What 

does it take to think and feel like a citizen?’” Richter posed. 

 

Experts from outside of Penn were key presenters at the event. Eric Klinenberg, a sociologist 

from New York University, underscored the need to build trust to move forward with ambitious 
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design ideas. "To engage with a resilience project, we need to rebuild some sense of common 

purpose.” 

Through the day, working architects, urban designers, and community organizers 

offered case studies of their efforts to design spaces and programs to protect cities 

from New Orleans to Boston to Istanbul to Norfolk to Semarang from the varied 

impacts of rising seas, fiercer storms, and other climate impacts. In many cases, 

presenters also touched on strategies for communicating the need for such forward-

thinking design to stakeholders. 

In a session moderated by PennDesign’s Candace Damon, Alyssa Cobb Konan of 

NYC Parks described how her pleas for adaptation weren’t getting enough attention 

until she started sharing dramatic renderings of sea water and vicious waves 

inundating iconic sites, such as the running track in Manhattan’s East River Park. 

 

Howard Neukrug, head of the Water Center at Penn, spoke of the need to break out of the 

silos of academia to solve "real-world water needs." 

Howard Neukrug, executive director of the Water Center and a professor of practice, 

made an appeal for cross-campus collaboration with an introduction to the Center and 

its goal of encouranging innovation around the issue of water. Known internationally 

for the Green Cities, Clean Water initiative formed while he led the Philaelphia Water 

Department, Neukrug is aiming to leverage Penn’s academic expertise and “help 

bridge that gap from the academic to applied research to solve our real-world water 

needs.” 

Speakers didn’t shy from the fact that resilient design isn’t free. Marilyn Jordan Taylor 

spoke of the need to identify partners to help support the considerable costs of 

resiliency design efforts, in part by “providing an accurate cost of inaction.” 
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It’s a point that policy expert Carolyn Kousky of the Wharton Risk Management and 

Decision Processes Center considers daily in her work examining how insurance and 

policy can be deployed to protect natural resources and infrastructure from climate 

change effects. 

“You can’t insure everything,” Kousky said. “But insurance can provide financial 

incentives to invest in protecting natural resources. There’s a lot of optimism about the 

role of insurance in promoting this type of behavior change.” 

Kousky was part of the final session of the day, moderated by PennPraxis executive 

director Ellen Neises, which showcased collaborations in academia moving forward 

the idea of resilience in urban design. Academics from New York University, Columbia, 

Harvard, and Penn described projects and lines of inquiry ingrained in resilience and 

risk.  

In sharing her research on water management projects on both the West and East 

coast of the U.S., PennDesign’s Allison Lassiter, for example, highlighted the pitfalls 

of seemingly positive initaitives like municipal tree-planting. “There are substitution 

effects,” she says. “If a city plants a tree, a homeowner may be less likely to plant on 

their own property.” 

With such phenomena rooted in human decision-making and psychology, it was only 

appropriate that the closing session also had perspectives from social scientists. As 

Erik Klinenberg, an NYU sociologist reflected, “it’s hard to motivate action or 

investment on something like climate change if we don’t care about our neighbors or 

the next city or the state across the river from us or another nation. To engage with a 

resilience project, we need to rebuild some sense of common purpose.” 

Resilience in practice 

On a more intimate scale, an event held at the Inn at Penn on Wednesday morning 

illustrated many of the key takeaways from the Tuesday meeting, this time zeroed in 

on a single site, the port city of Semarang. Bouw is leader of One Resilient Semarang, 

a project that entails devising a strategic plan for the growing urban center home to 

1.7 million people, which is facing serious threats from subsidence—literal sinking—

as a result of out-of-balance groundwater extraction. 

Hosted by Penn’s Water Center, the One Resilient Semarang team laid out their initial 

findings and strategies for the city, led by Despo Thoma, the project manager. Thoma 

laid out “the cycle of vulnerability” the city has been experiencing, with industrial 

facilities on the coast pumping groundwater at unsustainable rates, triggering 

dangerous rates of subsidence. 

Pulling in a multi-disciplinary team that includes architects like Bouw, humanists like 

Richter, experts in development, community organizing, and engineering, and 

stakeholders in the city itself, the team from One is a few months from completing their 

proposal, and came to Penn seeking feedback on their plans. 
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Senior fellows from the Water Center joined with designers from One and other invited 

guests to listen and then respond to the proposal, which focuses primarily on engaging 

the industries on the coast in adopting more sustainable practices. 

 

Parts of the city of Semarang are literally sinking 15 centimeters each year due to groundwater 

extraction, the team found. (Photo: Penn Today staff) 

“By focusing on industrial actors, you get more bang for your buck,” said Bouw. “Their actions 

can be managed in a way those at the household level cannot.” 

A roundtable discussion included feedback from Neukrug on the planning horizon. “My time 

scale is 50, 100, or 200 years,” he said. Water Center senior fellow Scott Moore, who comes 

to his position at Penn from the World Bank, added input on working with stakeholders. “Is the 

highway department the most powerful decision maker? Or is the state government where the 

power is held? That changes the pitch you’re making.” 

Achieving a resilient urban landscape in a place like Semarang, or any other city, will be 

challenging and complex. These are tasks that will require open dialogue and exchanges of 

the sort that played out at Penn this week. As Taylor described in the “Building Resilience” 

event, discussions within and across disciplines are the best way we have to keep our 

buildings and landscapes resilient in the face of new threats. Though the future obstacles are 

daunting, the hope is that future graduates of the Urban Resilience Certificate Program will be 

prepared to face them. 

“I hope we see this event as a bridge to a continuing conversation,” said Taylor. “We need 

each other.” 
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Participants the Water Center event offered feedback on One Resilient Semarang's strategies 

to handle alarming rates of coastal erosion and subsidence. (Photo: Penn Today staff) 

Published by: penntoday.upenn.edu 
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Gerry Galloway: 'Superstar' at 83 Continues His Water 

Management Crusade With an Assist on Big Urban Flooding 

Study 

Pam Radtke Russell 

 

Galloway (right), in one of his many roles, joins fellow engineers at Folsom Dam in California 

in 2015 to study dam stability in mountainous areas.(PHOTO COURTESY GERRY 

GALLOWAY) 

When Texas A&M Professor Sam Brody had the chance to snag a “superstar” to join 

an academic  team producing the first national study of urban flooding scope and 

consequences, he knew just who to ask: Gerry Galloway. “It’s not just his passion, it’s 

what he lives and breathes,” says Brody, who considers Galloway a mentor and a 

friend. 

Galloway—at 83, with an engineering teaching position at the University of Maryland 

and consulting jobs in Florence, Italy and China—could have easily said no, but he 

couldn’t resist yet another chance to chip away at America’s water management 

problems. “Water is the fabric that holds society together, and we have to figure out 

how we collectively solve” problems in managing it, he says. 

That’s exactly what Galloway, a retired brigadier general in the U.S. Army Corps of 

Engineers, has done for much of his career—as Corps district engineer in Vicksburg, 

Miss.; as leader of the presidential task force studying the 1993 Mississippi River flood; 

as a scholar analyzing lessons learned from Hurricane Katrina; and as a member of 

several water-related national and international commissions. 

“My junior paper [at West Point] was on the management of the Missouri River,” says 

Galloway, whose father, Gerald Galloway Sr., was a Corps major general and served, 
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like his son, as a member of the Mississippi River Commission. “It reminds me that 

these things take a while to work,” he says. 

The report from the 1993 task force, known as the “Galloway Report,” encouraged 

governments and citizens at all levels to take responsibility for floodplain management. 

The urban flooding study, done by Texas A&M and the University of Maryland, 

recommends a similar approach outside of those floodplains. 

While Galloway still grapples with the same water management issues he did decades 

ago, his experience now offers him the perspective that change takes time. “We just 

have to keep at it,” he says, noting that the biggest obstacle is inertia and many 

people’s belief that floods won’t happen where they live. 

The study shows that belief is wrong. Floods can happen anywhere. 

Brody involved Galloway in the urban flooding study as part of a yearlong fellowship 

through Texas A&M’s Hagler Institute for Advanced Study, which began months 

before Hurricane Harvey hit the state in 2017. Collaborating with the University of 

Maryland team, Galloway used his long-lens focus and his Rolodex to get 45 people 

associated with Congress to tune in to the announcement of the study’s findings in 

December. Numerous requests for briefings have followed.  

Galloway’s expertise “is in the ability to look at these issues from a bigger picture, 

considering all of the aspects,” says Ed Link, a fellow University of Maryland 

engineering faculty member and ENR’s 2007 Award of Excellence winner. “He’s a 

master at looking at policy and governance issues and integrating the physical aspects 

with the political and social aspects … that’s a really rare talent.” 

Changes are happening slowly, Galloway says, and he plans to keep pushing and 

helping in any way he can. 

“Our mission in life,” he says, “is to keep banging the drum.” 

Published by: www.enr.com 
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OODA LOOP: What You Can Learn from Fighter Pilots About 

Making Fast and Accurate Decisions 

 

What techniques do people use in the most extreme situations to make decisions? 

What can we learn from them to help us make more rational and quick decisions? 

If these techniques work in the most drastic scenarios, they have a good chance of 

working for us. This is why military mental models can have such wide, useful 

applications outside their original context. 

Military mental models are constantly tested in the laboratory of conflict. If they weren’t 

agile, versatile, and effective, they would quickly be replaced by others. Military 

leaders and strategists invest a great deal of time in developing and teaching decision-

making processes. 

One strategy that I’ve found repeatedly effective is the OODA loop. 

Developed by strategist and U.S. Air Force Colonel John Boyd, the OODA loop is a 

practical concept designed to be the foundation of rational thinking in confusing or 

chaotic situations. OODA stands for Observe, Orient, Decide, and Act. 

Boyd developed the strategy for fighter pilots. However, like all good mental models, 

it can be extended into other fields. We used it at the intelligence agency I used to 

work at. I know lawyers, police officers, doctors, businesspeople, politicians, athletes, 

and coaches who use it. 

Fighter pilots have to work fast. Taking a second too long to make a decision can cost 

them their lives. As anyone who has ever watched Top Gun knows, pilots have a lot 

of decisions and processes to juggle when they’re in dogfights (close-range aerial 

battles). Pilots move at high speeds and need to avoid enemies while tracking them 
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and keeping a contextual knowledge of objectives, terrains, fuel, and other key 

variables. 

Dogfights are nasty. I’ve talked to pilots who’ve been in them. They want the fights to 

be over as quickly as possible. The longer they go, the higher the chances that 

something goes wrong. Pilots need to rely on their creativity and decision-making 

abilities to survive. There is no game plan to follow, no schedule or to-do list. There is 

only the present moment when everything hangs in the balance. 

Forty-Second Boyd 

Boyd was no armchair strategist. He developed his ideas during his own time as a 

fighter pilot. He earned the nickname “Forty-Second Boyd” for his ability to win any 

fight in under 40 seconds. 

In a tribute written after Boyd’s death, General C.C. Krulak described him as “a 

towering intellect who made unsurpassed contributions to the American art of war. 

Indeed, he was one of the central architects of the reform of military thought…. From 

John Boyd we learned about competitive decision making on the battlefield—

compressing time, using time as an ally.” 

Reflecting Robert Greene’s maxim that everything is material, Boyd spent his career 

observing people and organizations. How do they adapt to changeable environments 

in conflicts, business, and other situations? 

Over time, he deduced that these situations are characterized by uncertainty. 

Dogmatic, rigid theories are unsuitable for chaotic situations. Rather than trying to rise 

through the military ranks, Boyd focused on using his position as colonel to compose 

a theory of the universal logic of war. 

Boyd was known to ask his mentees the poignant question, “Do you want to be 

someone, or do you want to do something?” In his own life, he certainly focused on 

the latter path and, as a result, left us ideas with tangible value. The OODA loop is just 

one of many. 

The Four Parts of the OODA Loop 

Let’s break down the four parts of the OODA loop and see how they fit together. 

OODA stands for Observe, Orient, Decide, Act. The description of it as a loop is 

crucial. Boyd intended the four steps to be repeated again and again until a conflict 

finishes. Although most depictions of the OODA loop portray it as a superficial idea, 

there is a lot of depth to it. Using it should be simple, but it has a rich basis in 

interdisciplinary knowledge. 

1: Observe 

The first step in the OODA Loop is to observe. At this stage, the main focus is to build 

a comprehensive picture of the situation with as much accuracy as possible. 

A fighter pilot needs to consider: What is immediately affecting me? What is affecting 

my opponent? What could affect us later on? Can I make any predictions, and how 
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accurate were my prior ones? A pilot’s environment changes rapidly, so these 

observations need to be broad and fluid. 

And information alone is not enough. The observation stage requires awareness of 

the overarching meaning of the information. It also necessitates separating the 

information which is relevant for a particular decision from that which is not. You have 

to add context to the variables. 

The observation stage is vital in decision-making processes. 

For example, faced with a patient in an emergency ward, a doctor needs to start by 

gathering as much foundational knowledge as possible. That might be the patient’s 

blood pressure, pulse, age, underlying health conditions, and reason for admission. At 

the same time, the doctor needs to discard irrelevant information and figure out which 

facts are relevant for this precise situation. Only by putting the pieces together can she 

make a fast decision about the best way to treat the patient. The more experienced a 

doctor is, the more factors she is able to take into account, including subtle ones, such 

as a patient’s speech patterns, his body language, and the absence (rather than 

presence) of certain signs. 

2: Orient 

Orientation, the second stage of the OODA loop, is frequently misunderstood or 

skipped because it is less intuitive than the other stages. Boyd referred to it as the 

schwerpunkt, a German term which loosely translates to “the main emphasis.” In this 

context, to orient is to recognize the barriers that might interfere with the other parts of 

the process. 

Without an awareness of these barriers, the subsequent decision cannot be a fully 

rational one. Orienting is all about connecting with reality, not with a false version of 

events filtered through the lens of cognitive biases and shortcuts. 

“Orientation isn’t just a state you’re in; it’s a process. You’re always orienting.” 

— John Boyd 

Including this step, rather than jumping straight to making a decision, gives us an edge 

over the competition. Even if we are at a disadvantage to begin with, having fewer 

resources or less information, Boyd maintained that the Orient step ensures that we 

can outsmart an opponent. 

For Western nations, cyber-crime is a huge threat — mostly because for the first time 

ever, they can’t outsmart, outspend, or out-resource the competition. Boyd has some 

lessons for them. 

Boyd believed that four main barriers prevent us from seeing information in an 

unbiased manner: 

Our cultural traditions 

Our genetic heritage 

Our ability to analyze and synthesize 
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The influx of new information — it is hard to make sense of observations when the 

situation keeps changing 

Boyd was one of the first people to discuss the importance of building a toolbox of 

mental models, prior to Charlie Munger’s popularization of the concept among 

investors. 

Boyd believed in “destructive deduction” — taking note of incorrect assumptions and 

biases and then replacing them with fundamental, versatile mental models. Only then 

can we begin to garner a reality-oriented picture of the situation, which will inform 

subsequent decisions. 

Boyd employed a brilliant metaphor for this — a snowmobile. In one talk, he described 

how a snowmobile comprises elements of different devices. The caterpillar treads of 

a tank, skis, the outboard motor of a boat, the handlebars of a bike — each of those 

elements is useless alone, but combining them creates a functional vehicle. 

As Boyd put it: “A loser is someone (individual or group) who cannot build snowmobiles 

when facing uncertainty and unpredictable change; whereas a winner is someone 

(individual or group) who can build snowmobiles, and employ them in an appropriate 

fashion, when facing uncertainty and unpredictable change.” 

To orient ourselves, we have to build a metaphorical snowmobile by combining 

practical concepts from different disciplines. 

Although Boyd is regarded as a military strategist, he didn’t confine himself to any 

particular discipline. His theories encompass ideas drawn from various disciplines, 

including mathematical logic, biology, psychology, thermodynamics, game theory, 

anthropology, and physics. Boyd described his approach as a “scheme of pulling 

things apart (analysis) and putting them back together (synthesis) in new combinations 

to find how apparently unrelated ideas and actions can be related to one another.” 

3. Decide 

No surprises here. Having gathered information and oriented ourselves, we have to 

make an informed decision. The previous two steps should have generated a plethora 

of ideas, so this is the point where we choose the most relevant option. 

Boyd cautioned against first-conclusion bias, explaining that we cannot keep making 

the same decision again and again. This part of the loop needs to be flexible and open 

to Bayesian updating. In some of his notes, Boyd described this step as the hypothesis 

stage. The implication is that we should test the decisions we make at this point in the 

loop, spotting their flaws and including any issues in future observation stages. 

4. Act 

While technically a decision-making process, the OODA loop is all about action. The 

ability to act upon rational decisions is a serious advantage. 

The other steps are mere precursors. A decision made, now is the time to act upon it. 

Also known as the test stage, this is when we experiment to see how good our decision 

was. Did we observe the right information? Did we use the best possible mental 
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models? Did we get swayed by biases and other barriers? Can we disprove the prior 

hypothesis? Whatever the outcome, we then cycle back to the first part of the loop and 

begin observing again. 

Why the OODA Loop Works 

The OODA loop has four key benefits: 

1. Speed 

Fighter pilots must make many decisions in fast succession. They don’t have time to 

list pros and cons or to consider every available avenue. Once the OODA loop 

becomes part of their mental toolboxes, they should be able to cycle through it in a 

matter of seconds.Speed is a crucial element of military decision making. Using the 

OODA loop in everyday life, we probably have a little more time than a fighter pilot 

would. But Boyd emphasized the value of being decisive, taking initiative, and staying 

autonomous. These are universal assets and apply to many situations. 

Take the example of modern growth hacker marketing.“The ability to operate at a 

faster tempo or rhythm than an adversary enables one to fold the adversary back 

inside himself so that he can neither appreciate nor keep up with what is going on. He 

will become disoriented and confused…” 

— John Boyd 

The key advantage growth hackers have over traditional marketers is speed. They 

observe (look at analytics, survey customers, perform a/b tests, etc.) and orient 

themselves (consider vanity versus meaningful metrics, assess interpretations, and 

ground themselves in the reality of a market) before making a decision and then acting. 

The final step serves to test their ideas and they have the agility to switch tactics if the 

desired outcome is not achieved. 

Meanwhile, traditional marketers are often trapped in lengthy campaigns which do not 

offer much in the way of useful metrics. Growth hackers can adapt and change their 

techniques every single day depending on what works. They are not confined by 

stagnant ideas about what worked before. 

So, although they may have a small budget and fewer people to assist them, their 

speed gives them an advantage. Just as Boyd could defeat any opponent in under 40 

seconds (even starting at a position of disadvantage), growth hackers can grow 

companies and sell products at extraordinary rates, starting from scratch. 

2. Comfort With Uncertainty 

Uncertainty does not always equate to risk. A fighter pilot is in a precarious situation, 

where there will be gaps in their knowledge. They cannot read the mind of the 

opponent and might have incomplete information about the weather conditions and 

surrounding environment. They can, however, take into account key factors such as 

the opponent’s nationality, the type of airplane they are flying, and what their 

maneuvers reveal about their intentions and level of training. 
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If the opponent uses an unexpected strategy, is equipped with a new type of weapon 

or airplane, or behaves in an irrational, ideologically motivated way, the pilot must 

accept the accompanying uncertainty. However, Boyd belabored the point that 

uncertainty is irrelevant if we have the right filters in place. 

If we don’t, we can end up stuck at the observation stage, unable to decide or act. But 

if we do have the right filters, we can factor uncertainty into the observation stage. We 

can leave a margin of error. We can recognize the elements which are within our 

control and those which are not. 

Three key principles supported Boyd’s ideas. In his presentations, he referred to 

Gödel’s Proof, Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle, and the Second Law of 

Thermodynamics. 

Gödel’s theorems indicate that any mental model we have of reality will omit certain 

information and that Bayesian updating must be used to bring it in line with reality. Our 

understanding of science illustrates this. 

In the past, people’s conception of reality missed crucial concepts such as criticality, 

relativity, the laws of thermodynamics, and gravity. As we have discovered these 

concepts, we have updated our view of the world. Yet we would be foolish to think that 

we now know everything and our worldview is complete. Other key principles remain 

undiscovered. The same goes for fighter pilots — their understanding of what is going 

on during a battle will always have gaps. Identifying this fundamental uncertainty gives 

it less power over us. 

The second concept Boyd referred to is Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle. In its 

simplest form, this principle describes the limit of the precision with which pairs of 

physical properties can be understood. We cannot know the position and the velocity 

of a body at the same time. We can know either its location or its speed, but not both. 

Although Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle was initially used to describe particles, 

Boyd’s ability to combine disciplines led him to apply it to planes. If a pilot focuses too 

hard on where an enemy plane is, they will lose track of where it is going and vice 

versa. Trying harder to track the two variables will actually lead to more inaccuracy! 

Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle applies to myriad areas where excessive 

observation proves detrimental. Reality is imprecise.Finally, Boyd made use of the 

Second Law of Thermodynamics. In a closed system, entropy always increases and 

everything moves towards chaos. Energy spreads out and becomes disorganized. 

Although Boyd’s notes do not specify the exact applications, his inference appears to 

be that a fighter pilot must be an open system or they will fail. They must draw “energy” 

(information) from outside themselves or the situation will become chaotic. They 

should also aim to cut their opponent off, forcing them to become a closed system. 

Drawing on his studies, Boyd developed his Energy Maneuverability theory, which 

recast maneuvers in terms of the energy they used.“Let your plans be dark and 

impenetrable as night, and when you move, fall like a thunderbolt.”Sun Tzu 

3. Unpredictability 
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Using the OODA loop should enable us to act faster than an opponent, thereby 

seeming unpredictable. While they are still deciding what to do, we have already acted. 

This resets their own loop, moving them back to the observation stage. Keep doing 

this, and they are either rendered immobile or forced to act without making a 

considered decision. So, they start making mistakes, which can be exploited. 

Boyd recommended making unpredictable changes in speed and direction, and wrote, 

“we should operate at a faster tempo than our adversaries or inside our adversaries[’] 

time scales. … Such activity will make us appear ambiguous (non predictable) [and] 

thereby generate confusion and disorder among our adversaries.” He even helped 

design planes better equipped to make those unpredictable changes. 

For the same reason that you can’t run the same play 70 times in a football game, rigid 

military strategies often become useless after a few uses, or even one iteration, as 

opponents learn to recognize and counter them. The OODA loop can be endlessly 

used because it is a formless strategy, unconnected to any particular maneuvers. 

We know that Boyd was influenced by Sun Tzu (he owned seven thoroughly annotated 

copies of The Art of War), and he drew many ideas from the ancient strategist. Sun 

Tzu depicts war as a game of deception where the best strategy is that which an 

opponent cannot pre-empt. Apple has long used this strategy as a key part of their 

product launches. Meticulously planned, their launches are shrouded in secrecy and 

the goal is for no one outside the company to see a product prior to the release. 

When information has been leaked, the company has taken serious legal action as 

well as firing associated employees. We are never sure what Apple will put out next 

(just search for “Apple product launch 2017” and you will see endless speculation 

based on few facts). As a consequence, Apple can stay ahead of their rivals. 

Once a product launches, rival companies scramble to emulate it. But by the time their 

technology is ready for release, Apple is on to the next thing and has taken most of 

the market share. Although inexpensive compared to the drawn-out product launches 

other companies use, Apple’s unpredictability makes us pay attention. Stock prices 

rise the day after, tickets to launches sell out in seconds, and the media reports 

launches as if they were news events, not marketing events. 

4. Testing 

A notable omission in Boyd’s work is any sort of specific instructions for how to act or 

which decisions to make. This is presumably due to his respect for testing. He believed 

that ideas should be tested and then, if necessary, discarded. 

“We can’t just look at our own personal experiences or use the same mental recipes 

over and over again; we’ve got to look at other disciplines and activities and relate or 

connect them to what we know from our experiences and the strategic world we live 

in.” 

 John Boyd 

Boyd’s OODA is a feedback loop, with the outcome of actions leading back to 

observations. Even in Aerial Attack Study, his comprehensive manual of maneuvers, 
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Boyd did not describe any particular one as superior. He encouraged pilots to have 

the widest repertoire possible so they could select the best option in response to the 

maneuvers of an opponent. 

We can incorporate testing into our decision-making processes by keeping track of 

outcomes in decision journals. Boyd’s notes indicate that he may have done just that 

during his time as a fighter pilot, building up the knowledge that went on to form Aerial 

Attack Study. Rather than guessing how our decisions lead to certain outcomes, we 

can get a clear picture to aid us in future orientation stages. Over time, our decision 

journals will reveal what works and what doesn’t. 

Applying the OODA Loop 

In sports, there is an adage that carries over to business quite well: “Speed kills.” If 

you are able to be nimble, able to assess the ever-changing environment and adapt 

quickly, you’ll always carry the advantage over your opponent. 

Start applying the OODA loop to your day-to-day decisions and watch what happens. 

You’ll start to notice things that you would have been oblivious to before. Before 

jumping to your first conclusion, you’ll pause to consider your biases, take in additional 

information, and be more thoughtful of consequences.As with anything you practice,  

if you do it right, the more you do it, the better you’ll get.  You’ll start making better 

decisions more quickly. You’ll see more rapid progress. And as John Boyd would 

prescribe, you’ll start to DO something in your life, and not just BE somebody. 
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